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Chinmaya Vishwa Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University) is the only university in the ‘de novo’ category in Kerala with immense potential and state-of-the-art infrastructure. Established in 2016, its core mission is to blend the ancient and time-tested wisdom of India with present-day knowledge fields. With campuses in Kerala and Maharashtra, Chinmaya Vishwa Vidyapeeth (CVV) offers a vibrant student life through holistic development that is guided by its core values such as purity, spirituality, practicality, and innovation. The university is the pinnacle of the educational legacy of the Chinmaya Mission, which has more than 100 educational institutions and 350 centres in India and abroad.

CVV is recognised by the University Grants Commission (UGC) under Section 3 of the UGC Act 1956. Its engineering and management programmes are approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) and its education programmes are approved by the National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE). The university is also an active member of the Association of Indian Universities (AIU).

The university offers various undergraduate, postgraduate, integrated, and doctoral level programmes and a diverse range of distinctive electives and supplementary subjects that align with blending traditional and contemporary knowledge in the streams of engineering, commerce, management, psychology, Sanskrit, and education (English and Mathematics). The university campuses provide students with a vibrant and bustling multicultural environment characterised by diverse cultural exchanges, research interactions, and a wide array of activities.
The International Conference on Interdisciplinary Dialogues (ICID), organised by the Institute of Science and Technology (IST) at Chinmaya Vishwa Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University) serves as a premier platform for scholars, researchers, and practitioners to engage in profound discussions that transcend disciplinary boundaries. Recognising the contemporary challenges that demand holistic and integrated approaches, ICID aims to encourage a dynamic exchange of ideas, methodologies, and insights across diverse fields of study. Considering the convenience of scholars across the world, the 2024 conference of ICID will be conducted in online mode.

The conference emphasises the pivotal role of interdisciplinary collaboration in addressing multifaceted global issues. The gathering of experts from various disciplines at the ICID facilitates and stimulates innovative thinking and promotes the sharing of knowledge. This unique intellectual forum seeks to transcend the limitations of singular disciplines, encouraging participants to explore intersections and forge connections that contribute to the advancement of human understanding of the need of the hour for interdisciplinarity of research.

Through rigorous academic presentations and discussions, ICID aims to facilitate a rich dialogue beyond specific disciplines. The conference invites participants and presenters committed to advancing interdisciplinary research and promoting cross-disciplinary collaboration to join us in the intellectual endeavour to learn, share, and collaborate to identify, interpret, and develop interesting and diverse scholarly perspectives.

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

conferences.cvv.ac.in/icid-2024/
www.cvv.ac.in
THRUSt RESEARCH AREAS

- Interdisciplinary Research: Bridging Theory & Practice
- Sustainable Solutions for Global Challenges
- Interdisciplinary Insights into Health and Well-being
- AI, Technology, and Society: A Cross-Disciplinary Discourse
- Interdisciplinary Exploration of Learning Sciences and Education
- Ethics, Governance, and Policy in a Multidisciplinary Context
- Bridging Arts and Science: Collaborative Interdisciplinary Spaces
- Human Rights, Justice, and Inequality: Interdisciplinary Perspectives
- Interdisciplinary Dynamics of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- Cognition, Culture, and Language: Interdisciplinary Connections
- Diverse Interdisciplinary Approaches in Literature and Humanities
- Psychological Dimensions in Diverse Interdisciplinary Applications
- Interdisciplinarity of Indian Knowledge Traditions

CONFERENCE TRACKS

1. SCIENCE & RESEARCH
   - Sustainable Materials
   - Biomedical Technology and Applications
   - Interdisciplinary Approaches in Sciences
   - Metallurgy and Material Sciences
   - AI in Basic Science Research
   - Innovative Research in STEM
   - Nano Science and Biomaterials

2. ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
   - Innovation in Technologies
   - Health Informatics using AI & ML
   - Emerging Trends in Engineering
   - Engineering Ethics
   - Ethics in AI & Management
   - Predictive Analytics and Visualisation
   - Generative AI and Applications

3. ARTS AND HUMANITIES
   - AI, Post-truth and Society
   - Medical Humanities & Technology
   - Literature and Interdisciplinarity
   - Language, Cognition & Society
   - Cultural & Environmental Studies
   - Arts and Performance Studies
   - Diaspora, Migration & Identity

4. SOCIAL SCIENCES & COMMUNICATION
   - Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
   - Social Psychology and Mental Health
   - Gender, Media, and Politics
   - Educational Research and ICT
   - Law, Governance, and Ethics
   - Domination, Identity, and Liminality
   - Human Rights & International Affairs

5. COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT
   - Environment and Sustainability
   - Accounting, Taxation and Auditing
   - Legal, Ethical & Cultural Aspects
   - Entrepreneurship and Start-ups
   - AI in Data Protection Act & Management
   - Capitalizing on Global Opportunities
   - Organisational Behaviour and HR

6. TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
   - Textual Studies and Applications
   - Holistic Medicine and Wellness
   - Tribal Knowledge and Practices
   - Artistic & Philosophic Traditions in IKS
   - IKS-based Architectural Engineering
   - Management & Leadership Approaches
   - Psychology, Cognition, & Consciousness
**GENERAL INQUIRY**
conference.icid@cvv.ac.in

**CONFERENCE DETAILS**
conferences.cvv.ac.in/icid-2024

**SUBMISSION LINK**
https://tinyurl.com/4yj6r3de
http://tinyurl.com/yw4mj7y9

**ABSTRACT TEMPLATE**
http://tinyurl.com/yw4mj7y9

**PRESENTATION GUIDELINES**

- Abstract: 300 words, 5 keywords + Short bio (75 words)
- PowerPoint Presentation: 8-12 slides [OPTIONAL]
- Slot for Presentation: 8 + 2 (Q&A) minutes
- Checklist: Abstract (PDF)

- Publication opportunities will be informed to participants who submit their full research papers after the suggestions received during the technical sessions from the expert panel members of the conference
- Selected papers presented at the conference will be published as book chapters subject to peer-review process by the publisher
- Presentations should follow the prescribed format and guidelines

**PUBLICATION PARTNERS**

- CRC Press
- Taylor & Francis Group
- Authors Press
- Vernon Press

**CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS**

- Best Research Paper Award: Track-Wise
- Best Presenter Award: Track-Wise
- Young Researcher Award: Track-Wise
- Selected papers will be published in collaboration with reputed publishers
- Open forum for collaboration and networking

**IMPORTANT DATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Submission Starts</td>
<td>01 April, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Submission Closes</td>
<td>15 June 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification of Acceptance</td>
<td>30 June, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Opens</td>
<td>05 July, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Closes</td>
<td>20 July, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Dates</td>
<td>10-12 August, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REGISTRATION FEE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>INDIAN</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculty/Academicians</td>
<td>INR 700</td>
<td>USD 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research/Independent Scholars</td>
<td>INR 500</td>
<td>USD 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>INR 300</td>
<td>USD 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>FREE</td>
<td>FREE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONFERENCE SCHEDULE**

- **Abstract Submission** Starts: 01 April, 2024
- **Abstract Submission Closes**: 15 June 2024
- **Notification of Acceptance**: 30 June, 2024
- **Registration Opens**: 05 July, 2024
- **Registration Closes**: 20 July, 2024
- **Conference Dates**: 10-12 August, 2024

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

- confe/r_ences.cvv.ac.in/icid-2024/
- www.cvv.ac.in

**WEBSITE**

- conferences.cvv.ac.in/icid-2024/